Panaya Test Center

Panaya Test Center, The Next Generation Testing Solution
Even with the continual rise in IT budget for testing spending, critical business failures are still occurring at the
business process level. Continuous investment in optimizing code level testing automation is redundant, and to
ensure “business as usual”, organizations need to shift testing activities from traditional code testing to business
process level testing.

End-to-End Test Management Designed for ERP
Designed from the ground up for business processes testing of SAP and Oracle systems, Panaya Test Center provides
a comprehensive, yet simple way for functional experts and business users to perform all of their manual testing
activities faster.

Panaya Test Center Benefits:
100% SaaS, no hardware, no software installation

Automatic handover between testers reduces idle time

Intuitive dashboard brings increased control and visibility

Automatic defect reporting allows developers to

Automatic test run evidence reduces testers effort and

immediately start working on the solution

brings visibility to previous steps

Effortless documentation offers reusable,

Smart defect management increases productivity

detailed test scripts

and reduces bottlenecks

Automatic migration of your existing test scenarios
means easy on-boarding

PTC Delivers 30% Reduction in Testing Effort
Panaya’s solution is cloud-based - no software or hardware installation is required. Technical implementation doesn’t
exist and best of all, you will be up and running in 48 hours.
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Test Management

Effortless Migration

Panaya Test Center includes smart test management
capabilities, which are tailor-made to empower project
managers and testing managers to gain ongoing
real-time visibility and control over all testing activities,
and to easily assign multiple functional experts or key
users to different steps of a single business process.

With Panaya Test Center you don’t need to recreate
or migrate your existing scripts and business
processes. Whether they are in Word, Excel or PDF,
just upload them to Panaya Test-Box and Panaya
handles the migration from top to bottom.

Test Evidence
By automatically documenting every test execution with no additional effort required by the tester, Panaya Test
Center delivers granular test evidence. Automatically documented test evidence reduces the continual back and
forth between developers and testers, providing granular visibility of the steps to reproduce the test. Additionally,
documentation is always audit ready, ensuring you comply with your company quality standards.

Smart Defect Management
Panaya Smart Defect Management provides, in addition to all industry best practices, a full suite of powerful features
to increase your productivity like automatic alerts for defects raised on central and critical transactions, automatic
documentation of defects when created during testing, automatic notifications to testers when the defect is solved as
well as enforcement to testers to close defects when related tests are passed.

Dashboards and Reporting

User Acceptance Testing

With best of breed dashboards and real-time reporting
to monitor the progress, per cycle, of your end-to-end
business processes the challenge of multiple users
involved in each business process, becomes obsolete.
The out of the box reports to track tests and defects
follow industry best practices and provide visibility
and track in real-time the progress of your project at
any point in time.

Panaya Test Center is intuitive and easy to use with
simple onboarding, enabling quick adoption by
your business users. By removing all the overhead
involved in testing for a casual tester, you will
enable your key users to focus on their testing
activities and gain in productivity. Additionally,
Panaya Test Center accelerates your UAT cycles
with bottleneck prevention via Panaya System-wide
defect management.

About Panaya | With Panaya, organizations reach ERP agility faster - with zero time to change, zero risk, and zero defects. Panaya
CloudQuality™ Suite enables all types of SAP® and Oracle® EBS changes. Panaya CloudQuality™ Suite delivers insights that tell you
what will break, how to fix it, and what to test, helping organizations manage the testing process and collaborate between IT and
business during the entire release process. Since 2008, 1,600 companies in 62 countries, including a third of the Fortune 500, have
been using Panaya CloudQuality™ Suite to achieve ERP agility. www.panaya.com

